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Floods
remain
sink city
stable

Rafael Cazares
navigates through
the Nordale and
Welch Avenue
intersection in
San Jose Monday
morning to
retrieve his
belongings and
family.
PHOTO BY
DAVID LUCHANSKY
Spartan Daily

By Rowena T. Milled
Spartan Daily Campus Editor

For the third consecutive year, Gov. Pete Wilson’s
budget proposal for the 1997-98 fiscal year avoids a
10 percent fee increase at the California State
University and University of California campuses, but
does not offer public universities extra funds for financial aid.
"This is (three) years in a row that the students will
get a reprieve from a spiraling tuition," said l’at
Callan, executive director for the California Higher
Education Policy Center.
This is the third year of a four-year compact
between the two higher education systems and the
state to allow for more stable funding by providing a
2 percent increase in the general fund lin the 1995
96 year and a 4 percent increase for the years 1996
98.
For the three years of the compact, legislatures have
voted not to overrule Wilson’s proposal. lxgislattires
will vote by June 30 for the 1997 - 98 proposed budget.
Because of these increases, Wilson’s proposed budget doesn’t include increasing student fees.
"I want our public colleges and universities to be
affordable for any student whose ambitions and abili
ties take them there," Wilson said in his State of the
State Address on Jan. 7.
These allotments to the budget would subsidize 76
See Fees, page 7

Plum Nugyen surveys the damage to his apartment at 649 Nordale Ave. in central
San Jose on Monday morning. The entire block was under about four feet of water
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Jennifer Kockelman condones safe sex by
wearing condom earrings during an HIV prevention workshop

Safe sex
can be
erotic, fun

Coyote Creek
swamps cars,
roads and
homes as it
.floods San
Jose after
Anderson
Reservoir
overflows

By Gloria Mailman and Michelle Zagalo
Spartan Daily Staff Writers
lose. ITSidell1S .111(1 t its irk 1.11, Art.
t Icaning up and assessing the (1.1111.1gr
SAll
l.msed by Coyote Creek when the nor
mally lame waterway overflowed its
hanks late Sunday night.
(:ity officials estimate the flooding caused $5
million to $ I() million in 11A111Ap.
The flooding, whit. ii WAS caused by 3 a ombi
nation (il recent rains and the Anderson reservoir
spilling its contents into Coyote Creek, closed
parts of Highway 101 near Mc Kee ROA AlIll
(AIISCd 111C voluntary CV:1(11411011 Of more 111All
200 residents and many AII1MAk Al 1 lappy
I follow Park.
The waters began receding around 11) A.m.
Monday morning and ()Ili( ii Is S,1111 Illey believe
the worst of the problems arc past I lowever,
meteorologists predict light ram within the next
couple of days.
"A system that does not look like 11111Ch could
logist
itirn int() more," said Les BM a, A mete
with the National Weather Service. "Willi low
spots and if the ground is saturated because ril
11CArby ti0C.11111., IlleCC WIII be’ I1MNIS."
No matter what the next S10011 system brings,

PHOTO BY ARIC CRASS Spartan Daily
after the Coyote Creek topped its banks. Residents of the neighborhood, which lies
just south of Kelley Park, spent the day cleaning up the aftermath.
c its- and a outity officials are preparing for the VAC
11.11s imss.1111111CS.
Ily 111,pri liars Art’ her king fail’ Waal pel1C1tA
11011 .1111111..111.1).cs .1011c 10 Ille Ciller101’S and 11ASC
of 110111cs .111(1 1111,111CSSCS The SA11 lose
Emergency (Altcrations I eilicr is taking t ails
from people who are reporting clarnagx and hand
mg out booklets tin what to do about damage to
it
I hi, to the unpredictable weather, the water
ahasi ri i will (1111111111C 111 monitor conditions, as
will thi liv’s publa works department. lire anti
poll& r departments, ollit ails said.
We
()merited because there’s still 101 of
WAIN’ lommg out of the ( :oyine- Anderson water
shed area ever) though we haven’t had rain
today," said Teddy Mona’, A spokeswoman for
111C SAIII.1 Fara Valley Water 1/Istrut.
At A Miller park near 11 ighway 101, some res
IliVills par ked op arid left ‘smithy while others
vowed to stay.
"Fin not leaving. I’m nisi lilting everything
op. putting everything on the pori Ii so! ran tit. it
111.11111 TIM 11AVC ii 10.1i away,- (..111 I ii IICS SARI.
1 raffia started lots try again 111
nittitans
Monday M001111g .111 111g11WAy 101 111 ’sari lose
where floodwaters ’nailed and shut A six -11111C
See Floods, page8

"We’re
concerned
because
there’s still a
lot of water
coming out of
the CoyoteAnderson
watershed
area."
Teddy Morse,
Santa Clara Valley
Water District
spokeswoman

By Terri K. Milner
Spartan Daily Staff Writ,’
Shattering preconceived notions is a crusading effort in the fight against AIDS.
Georgiene Bennet, however. breaks all of
these prejudices.
"I have a terminal disease called life," said
Bennet, a sharp and witty great-grandmother.
She said the other disease she must deal with
is being HIV -positive.
"Once I finind out that I had the virus, that’s
when I started living my life," she said about her
1993 diagnosis. "Life is uncertain. There’s a
mountain and when you get over it, there’s a
valley. ’Hie only sure thing in life is change."
Bennet was just one of many speakers doling
out information and personal experience on
Sunday on campus at the 20 -hour peer weekend
health educator training.
Sponsored by the Peer Education Program,
the workshop prepares volunteers for their new
role of encouraging healthier attitudes and
behaviors about safer sex. Four students
See

HIV,

page7

Bemusing:
Diet drug not all
it is supposed to be
to women

Page2

Artistic love
Student, facult%
artists show their
work from the heart

Page 3

Canseco again
Original ’Bash
Brother’ returns to
his Oakland sibling

Page 9

Tomorrow
Former Moody
Blues member
Mike Pinder
entertains children
and adults.

Grocery opens nearby
Zuruille’s sets up

shop on downtown’s South Second Street

By Tiffany Sandie’
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Attention Sari JOSC shoppers: /Ammo’s
Family Market, which has been serving San lose
since 1979, will open a new grocery store located
on 40 South Second St.
According to David Gaza, assistant director
01 program development for the San Jose
Redevelopment Agency, there is a definite need
for a supermarket since there isn’t one that’s
located within walking distance from several new
downtown developments.
’the Redevelopment Agency has been pushing 1..,notto’s Family Market to open a new Iota.
tion in the Spring or Summer of 1997 .
The Redevelopment Agency has guaranteed a

business loan in J (ICAI Which will provide capital
to lanotto’s Al A 4 percent interest rate. The
Redevelopment Agency will pay any remaining
interest on the loan.
If Zanotto’s defaults on the loan, which Gazek
says is highly unlikely, the Redevelopment
Agency will be forced to pay it off. The
Redevelopment Agency, which is confident that
this won’t happen, is working with Zanotto’s to
secure parking for customers at the city-owned
P arking lot next tat 40 South Second St.
Besides providing downtown residents with
morc grocery shopping options. Zanotto’s will
also bring employment opportunities. According
to Gaza, there will he two types of positions
available: 24 for construction workers, and 24
See Grocery, page 7
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Students need more funding in financial aid
student in every segment of
California’s higher education system

Every

should thank Gov. Pete Wilson for
keeping his promise of not raising fees this
year.
This goes especially for us at San Jose
State University. We all know that we don’t
have enough money to pay the rent in the
Silicon Valley, let alone pay for fee increases.
For the past three years, Wilson has
strangely refrained from allowing the cost of
higher education to spiral as it did in the late

1980s and early 1990s. What we need to
consider is that this governor
who has not
been a friend to education in the past has
finally begun giving education the monetary
support it has deserved his entire tenure in
Sacramento.
Now, before we go overboard with our
praise of Wilson, we still have a few things on
our minds. He didn’t raise fees, but he also
didn’t add any additional money to the
financial aid coffers.
The agreement between the higher educa-

Editorial
tion system and the governor to control fee
increases expires next year and leaves us in
doubt about how Californians will be expected to pay for their education.
With Wilson’s history of sticking it to the
students, we have to be concerned that any
year could mean significant increases in fees.
An attempt to make him keep his promise
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Sexual harassment
claims should be
closely examined

financial aid. Public higher education insti-

tutions get no extra funds.
For students, both young and old, the

Threats of eternal
damnation do not
create believers
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to afford the rent in the Silicon Valley.
So before the legislature signs any budget
agreement, we urge them to force the governor to add some extra financial aid for those
of us who need it the most.

without financial aid.
That’s our problem with the governor’s
proposed budget. He gives students at private universities a $10 million increase in
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extra money would more than help; it would
actually make the cost of educating CSU students cheaper. Students would be in school
for less time and get better grades because
they do not have to work full time in order

through 1998 must be started now.
In 1998, Wilson will be in his last year in
office and will have nothing to lose by trying
to raise higher education fees.
His history is that of fee increases
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Return to Jesus or go to hell. Every day as I make

my way to school on 680 south from Contra

do you call two women working in a corwhat
porate office? Bitches. The joke isn’t funny,
hut it and others just as tasteless are being

Costa County, I am confronted by this sign.
As I pass this sign. I think to mysell:"If these are the
only options, I’m going to be frying."
Seriously though, as I drive by this sign I can’t help
but be offended. I have no doubt that it was probably
well-intentioned souls whose religious convictions are
so strong they felt it was their duty to save mankind.
Still, it is insulting that someone thinks their way is the
only way. The last time I
checked I was still in America
where you were free to believe
as you wish.
This religious zealousness
isn’t confined to a sign on the
road, it is all over. Movie stars
thank God they won the
Oscar, and athletes praise
Jesus for every touchdown or
MR. BAD
boxing opponent knocked
out.
EXAMPLE
I really don’t think God or
By Aaron

told in offices across the nation.
It is inappropriate for the workplace, but is it grounds

for a lawsuit? I don’t think so. Not when it’s a one-time
occurrence.
The United States Supreme Court decided in 1993
that "whether an environment is hostile or abusive can be
determined only by looking at all the circumstances.

These may include the frequency of the discriminatory
conduct, its severity, whether it
is physically threatening or a
mere offensive utterance and
whether it unreasonably interferes with an employers’ work
performance."
I’m not suggesting that
such conduct be ignored. If
it’s continual and creates an
WRITER’S FORUM
uncomfortable working enviBy Genoa
ronment, then women should
Barrow
by all means take appropriate
action. But if it’s just off-color
humor, then it can be handled one-on-one. Some men
are still unenlightened at this late date and simply need
to be told that their behavior is unacceptable. Threaten
to put a knee in his groin and watch how fast he sees the
error of his ways.
I’m not saying that women shouldn’t report inappropriate behavior. I’m just asking that they call it what it is.
The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the

federal agency responsible for interpreting sexual harassment law and handling employment discrimination
complaints, says there are two forms of sexual harassment: quid pro quo (sleep with me or your fired) and
hostile environment.
More than 10,0(X) sexual harassment claims are filed
with the EFAX: each year. That number isn’t expected to
decline in the years to come. Unfortunately, many of the
women filing these claims don’t know what sexual
harassment is. Allow me to offer a clarification. If a man
tells a female co-worker or employee she has on nice

skirt, that’s a compliment. If he tells her he’d like to sec
what’s under that skirt, that’s inappropriate. If he tells
her she’ll be fired if she doesn’t drop that skirt, that’s sexual harassment and a violation of federal law.
Legitimate sexual harassment claims must be reported
and enforced. Throwing a monkey wrench into the picture is the fact that some women are now using the threat
of a sexual harassment suit to gain mobility or advancement in their profession. These women are a disgrace to

their gender.
When a woman falsely accuses a man of sexual harass
mem, it sets womanhood and the strides women have
made in the past 25 years back two steps. It’s like falsely
accusing someone of rape. It’s hard enough to prove
already, but when you lie, people are cynical about the
next case that comes along.
Falsely accusing someone of rape or sexual harassment
is like a newspaper running a story that it knows isn’t

true. Everyone is going to remember the big, bold headlines not the 10 -point correction buried with the ads for
burial plots.
Genoa Barrow if a Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Diet drug creates drug dependency
the Monty Python film, "The
InMeaning of Life," a large man sits in
a French restaurant gorging on a 20 course meal. In response to the waiter’s
polite inquiry of "Anything else, sir?" the
colossal man responds, "Do you have a
wafer-thin mint, monsieur?"
The portly gastronome eats the
wafer-thin mint and promptly explodes
into a million pieces.
If this gentleman had in his medicine cabinet the new diet drug Fenphen, a combination drug cocktail of
Fenfluramine and Phentermine, he
would have a satiated disposition and
the metabolism of a blast furnace.
At least that’s what drug companies are spouting to
the 78 million of us who, according to Newsweek, arc
overweight and looking for the fast cure, hoping we arc
desperate enough to keep the weight -loss industry flowing with billions spent in A starch to be thin.
"Do you have a wafer-thin mm:, monsieur?"
Fenfluramine raises the level of Seratonin, A natural
hormone that regulates appetite, impulsiveness, sexual
desire and mood.
In many ways this drug performs the SaITIC task as
the anti -depressant drug Prozac.
Phentermine, an amphetamine drug, cures that
leisurely, snail -paced metabolism that prevents the one
Chceto you just ate from taking up permanent residence on the fat that collects around your bottom.
Before you tun to the nearest weight -loss clinic, stop
and think about your motivation for losing weight.
These drugs have serious side effects .
"Do you have a pill to Increase willpower, monsieur?"
Yes, WC do, but according to the Harvard Health
Letter, it may make you sleepy, cause brain damage,
raise your risk of pulmonary hypertension, squeezing
your lungs and taxing your heart. And in logic that
would make Spock from Star Trek blush, it makes you
depressed and anxious, two things you were trying to
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Linda Omichinslci, a registered dietitian and author
of the book "You Count, Calories Don’t," said about

compulsive eating, "Treating compulsive eating as a disease gives the person an excuse for his or her behavior
rather than trying to find ways of dealing with it, such
as exercising or improving eating habiu."
Exercising and cutting down on fatty foods? That
would be too logical. "I hope I won’t gain the weight
back. but I wouldn’t be surprised if I did. I’m terrified
about going off the medications," Wagner said of her
diet drug therapy. She added that if she did regain the
weight. she would march right back into the diet center. If they refused, she would find another center.
Some researchers argue that if obesity is an illness,
long-term drug therapy would be the best way for people to keep the hunger beast at hay.
It is A thought that keeps the drug companies dancing for joy as we forget that we have the power stay
healthy. We can also be comfortable with our own bodies.
"It would he replaerng one dependency with another,
monsieur."

avoid by losing weight.
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"Do you have a pill that will take away
my entire desire to eat, monsieur?"
Why do we eat? We eat because our
biological system need sustenance. The
hunger pang is nature’s way of saying it’s
time to eat. Fen-Phen suppresses this
desire.
In a health magazine in August, Andrea
Wagner, a woman who went on the lenPhen program, said, "You can be around
food, And you just don’t have the desire to
Cat it. You don’t even think about food."
’There’s nothing like being in touch
with that inner voice, silencing and numbing your real feelings.
"Do you have a pill that will cure the disease of obesity, monsieur?"
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the Spartan Dady Downtown Editor.
Her column appears every Tuesday.

Jesus decides if someone wins
an award because they happen

Williams

to be a believer. Nor do I
think Jesus has a hand in sporting events because
Evander Holyfield flat-out beat Mike Tyson.
Reggie White of the Green Bay Packers said God had
a hand in their win over the Carolina Panthers two
weeks ago, and Texas Tech running back Byron
Hanpsard is leaving college early to enter the
NFL. His reason was the
NFL Was the ultimate
platform to spread the
message of Jesus.
If God and Jesus love
the Christians so much,
you have to ask yourself
about Packer wide receiver
Don Beebe. Here is a
Christian who has had to
endure four losing Super
Bowls with the Buffalo
Bills. Did God make him
suffer to teach him humility or patience? Probably
not. Other teams simply
played better.
No one seems to find a

find higher
power-like
qualities in
rainstorms,
sunrises and
the beauty of
nature. This is
where I find
my "religion,"
not in a book
written
thousands of
years ago.

problem when these men
praise their faith, but
when Mahmotid Abdul Raul, A Muslim, refused

to stand for the national
anthem, sighting religious
reasons, the public and media lambasted him.
I am not a religious person. Being raised Catholic
tends to do that to a person, but I am very spiritual. I
find higher power-like qualities in rainstorms, sunrises
and the beauty of nature. This is where I find my "religion," not in a book written thousands of years ago or
some church ritual.
If my only options are Jesus or hell, I will put on my
shorts, tank top, and Birkenstocks and prepare for a nice

barbecue.
Aaron Williams us the Spartan I htily Onhne Editor
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Gun control needed for self-protection
Jana Seshadri
Ms.
asserts
that
despite the fact
dial gun related violence is
on the decline, "even one
crime is one too many for a healthy
and happy society." In that case,
we will apparently never be such a
society. I also yearn for Utopia, but
much like an evening with Sandra
Bullock, it’s one thing that I have
accepted I shall never have.

Letter to the Editor

Ms. Seshadri further states that
"ideally, a person will not have to
(OTC A gun for personal safety." No

kidding. It only we did line in an
ideal world. Instead, we live in a
world with a great deal of violent
crime and contrary to what Ms.
Seshadri seems to be implying, the
22,084 gun -related murders committed in the United States during

1996 would probably have mostly
still occurred in the sad event that
we implemented the tyranny of

The bottom line is that guns
Aren’t for "sportsmen." They
are for free citizens who wish to
exercise their natural right of
self-defense against either street
criminals or a tyrannical government. To those who believe such a

regime can’t happen here, that’s
probably what Jewish persons in
Germany thought
Kevin R. O’Keelle
History major

Senior

gun control.

Coming soon: Spartan Scrutiny
a question about some department’s
policies? Wondering where try go, whom
to call or how to go about getting
answers to what troubles you? Maybe you’re curious About a particular building’s history.
AV(’

Is there something here this semester that was
not before and you want to know what happened
to the status quo?
If you’re unsure about a campus entity’s activities or just curious about why something is or isn’t,
send us your questions. Maybe we can help.

Beginning Thursday, the Opinion page will
run readers’ questions and provide practical
answers.
Send your campus -related questions via FAX
or letter to Spartan Scrutiny, Dwight Bentel Hall,
Room 209.
Please keep letters brief, and be sure to provide
a phone number. Include your major if you’re a
student or your job title if you’re faculty or staff.

We’ll try to answer as many of your questions
as possible.

Guiartdae
Tuesday, January 28,
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Learn Mariachi
in workshop

feature ceramic throwing and glass-blowing demonstrations, will be held in the Herbert Sanders Gallery
of the Industrial Studies Department. For more information call 724-1487.

Philosophy Department holds
Colloquium Series

Today the Music Department will host a workshop
for students interested in learning to play and sing
Mariachi music from 7 to 9:30 p.m. The workshop
will be held in the Music Building. Enrollment is
open to students and the community. The workshop
is worth one unit of credit. For more information call
924-4675.

Health Center offers weight
control class

The Department of Philosophy will hold its
Colloquium Series today at 3 p.m. in the Alameda
Room of the Student Union. Call 924-1317 for more
information.

Art reception to showcase
student works

Get a kick out of Karate Club

1:he School of Art and Design will hold a reception
from 6 to 8 p.m. today. The event will be held in the
Art Building and Industrial Studies Building and will
showcase the works of SJSU students. Call 924-4330
for more information.

Artists hold gallery showing
’I ’he SJSU Artists Guild will host a gallery showing
from 6 to 8 p m. today. The show, which will also

Ci)
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Ihe SJSU Student Health Center will open registration for its weight control class. Students interested in enrolling in the nine -week class should report to
Rm. 208 of the Health Building from 1-2 p.m. today.
For more information call 924-6118.

1 he SJSU Karate Club will meet today from 45:30 p.m. in the Spartan Complex. The Karate club
will meet every Tuesday and Thursday thereafter. For
more information call 243-2831.

Delta Gamma hosts rush party
Delta Gamma will host a rush party tonight from
7 to 9 p.m. at 360 East Reed Street. For more information call 287-4249.

Enjoy a slice of pizza with
religion
l’he Catholic Campus Ministry will have its Pina
and Faith Discussion this evening from 7 to 9 p.m.
The meeting will take place at the John XXIII Center
which is located across from the SJSU theatre. For
more information call 938-1610.

Daily mass open to all students
I he Catholic Campus Ministry will hold daily
mass today from 12:05 to 12:30 p.m, today in the
John XXIII Center. Call 938-1610 for more information.

Patients’ spiritual needs to be
discussed
l’he Nurses Christian Fellowship will host a discussion on the spiritual needs of patients today at 3
p.m. ’1 he meeting will be held in the Costanoan
Room. For more information call 279-6385.

Get splattered in paintball
wargames
pti,(;4111(11J Delta will hold a paint ball event

this
evening at 6 p.m. Interested students should meet at
the Fiji House on 565 South 5th Street. For more
information call 292-5333.

Career Center gives orientation
to students
The Career (enter will offer a recruiting services
orientation today at 12:30 p.m. in the Costanoan
Room in the Student Union. For more inhumation
call 924-6033.
Compiled by Dello t ehely
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Artists auction off love

Local artists
displayed their
work on Friday at
the San Jose
Institute of
Contemporary Art
for a silent
auction that is
going to be held
on Feb. 8. Some
of the 200-plus
artists include
SJSU
students and
graduates. The
artwork is based
around a
Valentine’s Day
theme which
includes love
poems and
hearts.

SoFA show presents a valentine theme
By Terri K. Milner
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The room was filled with overcoated people clutching their umbrellas, patting down their wet hair and
staring at successive walls of hearts,
angels and doilies conjured up out of
things like plaster, wood, oils and fabThe 13th Annual Valentine
Invitational Exhibition and Silent
Auction opened on Jan. 24 at the San
lose Institute of Contemporary Art at
451 South First St. without a hitch,
despite heavy rain threatening to put
a damper on the festivities.
The artwork, donated by 260
artists including San Jose State
University students, faculty and
alumni, was to be constructed within
nine inch dimensions and convey the
Valentine theme.
’We like the works to be about
I ove in some form and that gives the
aclisi. a lot of leesvay for creativity,"
’is I vI.I 1 mk. manager of operations at
the museum, said. "They can be

about hate love, denied love, sweet
Alison Gardner, an SJSU creative
love, innocent love, anything."
arts junior has previously displayed
’Faking advantage of the latter, her work in SJSU campus galleries.
At the invitation of ICA directors,
Lisa Ricci, a fine arts SJSU graduate,
incorporated two separate photos of a who liked her work while visiting her
young boy and girl from her grand- in a metal -casting class last semester,
mother’s yearbook from the 1930s she donated her work to the auction.
and titled the piece "Alice and Paul
"My art tells about me. How peopassing notes."
ple interpret my art tells about them,"
"My work generally creates a scene Gardner said, gesturing to her piece
and then leaves it open-ended for var- "Love Knots, Ribbons and Twists," a
ious feelings," Ricci said. "It’s for each pin made of intertwining silver and
person’s own interpretation."
gold.
On the other end of the love specThough the ICA is a non-profit
trum, a blood red latex heart being organization and only utilizes the
ripped and pulled by hooks in assort- proceeds for artistic causes, artists
ed directions was called " Not to be have the option of retaining 20 perwritten. Not to be said. And not to be cent of the purchase price.
"I was skeptical at first. I don’t
thought."
"It’s from the shadow side of every want anyone trying to make money
human being," Tessie Barters- off my artwork," Gardner said, notScharaga, an SJSU fine arts and spa- ing that she will use her percentage to
cial arts major, said, standing in front invest in more art supplies.
Laughing, she added, "Everyone’s
of her piece. "There are dark things
that we all try to keep hidden. There’s heard stories of the starving artist or
love, but there’s also the other side, the starving student. How about the
like obsession and dangerous pas- starving art student?"
sions."

Child sex roles questioned in films
LOS ANGELES (Al’) - - A new
law aimed at child pornography could
tesult in prison terms for people who
own videotapes of "I he Exorcist" or
’1 /My Dancing," according to plain rifts who sued the federal government
on Monday.
The law, introduced last year by
seri. Orrin Hatch, R -Utah, is so badly
written that it converts hundreds of
mainstream movies into "child
poi nography.’’ said Jeffrey J.
Douglas, a criminal defense attorney
and chairman of the Los Angelesbased Free Speech ( :oalit ion.
The group objects to parts of the
law that make it illegal to film adults
pretending to be minors depicting
sexual intimacy on film.
’Ile plaintiffs include artist Jim
Ron
(iingerich.
photographer
Raffaelli and Berkeley publisher Bold
I yin, Inc. They asked the U.S.
1)istrist Court in S.III 1: rancisco to
prevent enforcement .it parts of the
law deemed um. mist Ittnional.
( I ill
Por nography
The
Prevention Act was a weekend addition to a spending bill signed by
President Clinton on Oct. I.
Intended to stop child pornographers, it also provides penalties of 10
years to life in prison for people who
possess such material.
Its definition of child pornography makes unknowing criminals of
thousands of people, said Douglas.
"This is not even one of those
cases of minors simulating sexual

SpLcing Break
1=4m-Nlisvgmlie
we’ve got it
$613

Pettis

"This is not even one of those cases of
minors simulating sexual conduct. We’re
not even suing over that."
Jefferey J. Douglas
Free Speech Coalition Chairman
conduct," he said. "We’re not even
suing over that."
"But if you have a 27 -year -old
appearing to be 17, that is now exactly the same, criminally, as filming the
rape of a 17-year-old. It’s not only
unconstitutional, it’s insane. It’s horrible," Douglas said. "It demeans the
actual crime of child rape."
for the Justice
Spokes men
Department didn’t return a phone
call Monday.
’I he scenes in question don’t
have to be pornographic to fall
under the law. Douglas said.
lie cited the example of the
movie "Porky’s," advertised as a
story about teen-agers who lose
their virginity at a local brothel.
No teen sex is shown in the movie,
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but the distributors could be prosecuted just on the basis of their nurketing teasers, Douglas said.
The coalition cited these and other
mainstream films as now criminal to
own: "Sleepers." "A Clockwork
Orange," "Halloween," "Big," "Fast
’Limes at Ridgemont High," "Blue
lagoon," "If," "Risky Business,"
"Bull Durham," "Blow -Up" and
"1/irty Dancing."
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Do you
- have trouble revising and editing your own
work?
need help in applying the lessons you learn in
class when drafting your papers?
feel unsure about the punctuation and grammar
choices you make as a writer?

The Writing Center can help.
English 2L is a two -unit, credit/no credit course
offered through the English Department’s Writing
Center. At the Center, students meet once a week
for 90 minutes with tutors who help them review
to instructor’s
according
papers
and revise
paragraph
and
sentence
practice
comments,
of
conventions
the
review
and
skills,
writing
grammar, sentence structure and punctuation.
Come by Sweeney Hall (SH) 229 to find out more
about the tutorial program available to you at the
Writing Center. Or call us at 924-4714.

MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION
S.ISU
Invites Von To

Celebrate the Holy Month of RAMADAN
(kiesl Speaker

Br. IIISHAM A1311)111,1,All
Muslims on Campus
Thursday, January 30, 1997
5:00-7:00 I’M
Almaden Room (Student Union)
Wall (408) 305-2080/Ashrat(408) 224-1475
thishallah .111M’All prayer will be held every Friday throughout the semester
starting January 24th, in Al MADEN room from 1-2 PM)

I.or Mole Intiarnali,in Contact:

112

Travel

Tel: 415-325-3888
408-295-8886
1.11p; geww.<1re/

Daily

Are you English 1A and 1B student?
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$25 fee
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Vallejo bombs could be connected
VALLEJO, Calif. (Al’)
I edmral
Agents are tracing dynamite packed
into A powerful bomb found at a
lit library, and police said
.’c1 !AA,’ the device may be related to
an explosion that rocked the city a
few hours later.
’Fhe unarmed bomb, containing
30 sticks of dynamite and blasting
caps, was found in A rucksack leaning
against the wall of the John F.
Kennedy library on Saturday, said
Vallejo polite ( -pi Al I ehman.
"l’he second device exploded about
12 hours later in front of a set of
Wells
F Argo
automat ic
teller
machines A few miles away, he said.
No mune was injured and no money

"We think there may be a relationship between the two," Lehman
said.
Several teller machines were located A short distance from the library,
Lehman said. Investigators speculate
the ATMs were the intended target of
the first bomb. but the attempt was
aborted for some reason And the
bomb abandoned.
Lehman said that if the bombings
were intended to open ATMs they
made little sense.
"If you put enough bomb in there
to open them up you’re going to have
shredded money,- he said.
Two children. ages 10 and
playing in an adjacent park
mernoon found the first device Arid

alerted police, Lehman said.
Police evacuated the library and
the city hall and Post Office buildings
next door, as well as a restaurant at
the nearby ferry terminal.
A Blue and Gold commuter ferry
was forced into a holding pattern by
the Coast Guard while authorities
examined the bomb. ’Fhe bomb was
dismantled
by
a
California
Department of Forestry bomb disposal unit and is now in the hands of

Another in this year . a., J,
of Pacific storms is hearing
down on the Sierra, producing yet
another snow advisory and renewed
concerns about the potential for still
more high water.
The Advisory is in effect for All of
uesday alcove 7,000 feet in Lassen
and in eastern [lianas and eastern
Sierra counties and above 1.000 feet
in the Lake Tahoe Basin.
This is A warmer storm than the
one that pushed through over the
weekend, and forecasters arc watching for any possible localized flooding
suite the pound is soaked and there
is little room in any sire-cite’ a wash-

SP( )KANE, Wash. (AP) A disgruntled former AT8t.I. employee
and two teen who are accused along
with him in a string of bombings in
the Northwest have come under suspicion in the Olympic liombing.
Charles Harrison Barbee. a 44 year -old alleged white separatist from
Sandpoint. Idaho, and the others are
charged with robbing a Spokane bank
and setting off bombs there and at a
Planned Parenthood office and newspaper office last year. They were
arrested in October and face trial Feb.
10.
One person was killed and 111
people injured in the July 27 bombing at the AT&T -sponsored section
of Atlanta’s Centennial Olympic
l’ark. For three months, the only suspect was security guard Richard
Jewell, who pointed out the knapsack
containing the bomb. lie was cleared
in October.
No mute was injured in the three
Spokane bombings.

es for additional runoff.
No flood advisories were in effect
as of late Monday.
Snow accumulations in the watch
areas were expected to total 3-6 inches by daybreak Tuesday with another
6 inches or so during the day. Rain
was likely overnight in western
Nevada with the snow level rising to
6,000-8,000 feet on Tuesday.
That could reach areas of the
lower elevation snowpack that were
not affected by the colder storm that
passed through over the weekend,
adding to the threat of-local flooding,
forecasters said.
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14 no and .111 al, labor and a conill the University ofNevAda, Reno.
I le has taken Nrt in two major
fund-raising events bit the athletic
department and donated $10,000 to
purchase the indoor track at Reno’s
Livestock Events ("enter.

.111:

the endow-

tributor

%Aid ,J11 MOnd.1V.

I-111, I ,41,11,’ WAN pursuing a doctorate in special education at
.olunibia University at the time of
his Shinning Ian. 16 on a Los
AfiVeles nu ad.
I Ii’.
1.1110 I
entertainer Bill
is .1 it pilar perfoinur in
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The Nation’s Premier Event for
Natural Health Personal Growth
Spirituality Global Change

100 SPEAKERS
INCLUDING

IFIE
EXPO

James Reflfield
Celestine Prophecy

Barbara DeAngelis
Real ,Vlotneitts

Wayne Dyer
Your Sacred Sell’

Fred Alan Wolf
The Spiritual Universe

Dann ion Brinkley
Saved by the Light

Shakti Gewalt’
Creative Visualization

Ray Lauer, an FBI spokesman in
Seattle, said an investigation of the
men is pending in the Atlanta case
but cautioned that it may be routine
because of their alleged use of bombs
in the case here.
"Anyone who may be a bomber is a
potential suspect in the Atlanta case," a
Justice Department official speaking
on condition of anonymity said
Monday. "No one is getting excited
about these guys at this point."
Barbee, 44, worked for AT&T in
Georgia and Florida. In a 1995 interview with The Spokesman -Review,
he called AT&T an immoral corporation that mistreated Christian white
men. Barbee said he quit AT&T,
where he was a supervisor, in 1993
because of its diversity policies.
"It’s not a moral company," he
said. "Half the people I worked with
were women. They were working
instead of being helpmates to their
husbands, as God requires."
Barbee said he refused to attend
Ftnsitivity training sessions involving
homosexuals and objected to contributing to the United Way.
After quitting AT&T and moving

PALM DALE, Calif. (Al’)
A
man armed with an assault rifle was
hit in the head with a shovel and critically injured when he allegedly tried
to take a woman hostage following a
bullet -punctuated chase, authorities
said Monday.
Mario Barraillier, 38, of Palmdale,
remained in intensive care at an
Antelope Valley hospital. Ile was
arrested Sunday night for investigation of robbery and attempted murder, said los Angeles County Sheriff’s
Sgt. Kim Ruppert.
Fvents started at about 8:15 p.m.
when Barraillier pulled a handgun
and began shooting at security guards

who thought he and a companion
were stealing items from a Kmart
store in the high desert town 40 miles
north of Los Angeles, said sheriffs
Deputy Ron Schramm.
Barraillier and Laura LaFrenais,
37, of Palmdale, fled. About 20 minutes later, a California Highway
Patrol officer stopped (heir brown
Cadillac for speeding on the Antelope
Valley Freeway, authorities said.
"Barraillier then pulled out a .45 caliber handgun and fired several
shots at the officer," fleeing as the
officer shot back, Schramm said.
The car continued on until the
driver stopped and pushed out
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12Frenais and her two children, ages
3 and 5, before driving off, authorities
said.
A chase followed during which the
gunman fired at CHP officers and
sheriffs deputies. He fled south and
finally pulled into the Sierra Villaghe
Mobile Home Park, where he fired a
shot from an AK-47 assault rifle at a
man who refused to give up his Car
and tried to take a woman hostage,
the Sheriffs Department said.
Janice "Turquoise" Wolf said her
husband, Tom, came to her defense
and struggled with the man, during
which a shot was fired.
"He actually tried to shoot me,"
she said. "He stepped into my fence
about two feet and that’s when I
picked up my doggie shovel ... and I
just nailed him."
The couple used a rope to bind
Barraillier and Wolf said she administered first aid.
"I didn’t want him to die," she
said. "I just wanted him to pass out
until the cops got here."
I renais was treated for a minor
gunshot wound to her leg and
booked for investigation of armed
robbery and attempted murder on a
peace officer, Ruppert said, adding
that it was unclear whether officers or
the gunman wounded her.
Her children were placed in protective custody.

(4118) 578-211211

Bi-lingual Flight Attendants
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children to death again, we will
respond and put as many federal
agents to death as possible."
Berry and Merrell have declined to
be interviewed.
During recent court appearances
here, Barbee and his co-defendants
have derided the federal court system
and labeled themselves "ambassadors
from the kingdom of Yahweh," the
Old Testament term for God used by
some white separatists.
In Idaho, Barbee supported his
wife and two home-schooled children
through sales of military surplus
equipment and odd jobs.
He and Berry spent a month in jail
in 1995 for illegal possession of
weapons. Berry, according to court
documents, is an automobile repairman who has served prison terms in
Oregon for theft.
The documents indicate Merrell is
a former engineer who moved from
Arizona to the Sandpoint area a few
years ago, supporting himself ass logger. He has written articles for
Jubilee, a California-based white
supremacist newspaper, and has given
anti -government lectures.
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culturally diverse passengers, United Airlines is seeking

JANUARY 3 1 /FEBRUARY 1 2

iii lingual Flight 1ttentlants for our domestic routes. If you’re enthusiastic, enjoy working

SAN JOSE

in a team eni,ironment and hasp to sincere dedication to customer service, consider
becoming a Flight .1ttentlant for United Airlines.

CONVENTION CENTER
‘.11196,

joined
Barbee
Sandpoint,
to
America’s Promise Ministries, a rightwing, white -separatist church that
preaches Northern Europeans are the
true Israelites.
Telephone records show that calls
were made from the Atlanta area to
Barbee’s Sandpoint home at about
the time of the Olympic bombing,
The Spokesman -Review reported
Sunday.
Sue Carpenter, an AT&T spokeswoman in Seattle, did not immediately return calls for comment Monday.
The two other defendants in the
Spokane bombings, Robert S. Berry,
42, and Verne Jay Merrell, 51, also
are from Sandpoint and have links to
the same church.
In the 1995 interview, Barbee
characterized himself as a well-armed
patriot, part of a small group of likeminded men who train in guerrilla
warfare to defend themselves against
government tyranny.
"If there’s another Ruby Ridge,
another Waco, we’re not going to tolerate it again," he was quoted as saying. "If the federal government sends
in their armies to put women and

$89 Eye Care Special

Wallace Black !Ilk
Takata Visionary

Dan Millman
rhe Laws of Spirit

Si

curer to the buyer.
No dynamite thefts have been
reported recently in the San Francisco
Bay area, and the explosive is unusual
for the region, he said. It’s more common in mining territory.
Using explosives to burglarize
ATM machlnas is uncommon,
Morrissey said. The only case he
could remember occurred in the Salt
Lake City area.

Couple helps detain robbery suspect

)1

V

bombing, but police said they have no
suspects.
Morrissey said the ATF labs
should be able to determine if the second bomb was made of dynamite,
and was similar to that in the library
device.
Meanwhile, the dynamite in the
library bomb is being traced through
required labels on each stick.
Morrissey said. Records should exist
that will track it from the manufac-

Olympic bombing suspects held

Snow advisory
warning for Sierra
wave-

Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
experts, said ATF official Mike
Morrissey.
Early Sunday morning, the second
bomb went off next to a set of Wells
Fargo ATM machines.
"There was a huge explosion that
rocked the windows of the house,"
said neighbor Lisa Rhead. "I wasn’t
sure what was going on."
Witnesses reported seeing two
men jump over a fence after the
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large drink with any
combination plate
4th Street & Julian
4 Blocks north of SJSU
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517 The Alameda, San Jii,e
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Stress reduction and relaxation
for busy people on the go.
Re -energize during your busy day.
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Above: Phuoc Nugyen helps carry a family member to dry land
after the apartment complex they live in at 649 Nordale Ave.
was flooded Monday morning due to heavy rains.
PHOTO BY ARIC CRABB Spartan Daily
Right: Jim arid Judy Cowan of Morgan
visit Anderson Dam
which is currently over its maximum capacity with 29 billion gallons of water
PHOTO BY BRENNA JENNISON Spartan Daily

Children watched
the water make its
way up their drive
way on Welch
Avenue in San
Jose on Monday,
after rising waters
from Coyote Creek
flooded their neighborhood near
Senter Road and
Phelan Avenue.

Floods
eillnillE11111111
26-year-old Fernando Barajas. "My
continued from page 1
car is under that and that means the
stretch of the busy roadway. The 14 is gone."
hour strumle ended shortly before the
"We didn’t think that the water would stop motor
Santos Alvarado said he and his
peak of morning rush hour. Crews
family got out before the water
used eight pumps to get rid of the rising. I was thankful that my neighbors
trapped them in their apartment but
water.
said he had to leave two vehicles
Monday, the storms caused major were there to help me and that no one
behind.
flooding in areas all around SJSU. was injured."
"We tried to put everything up on
While the rising water caused evacuathe sofa, but in 20 minutes (the
tions and concern by the affected reswater) was up at least a foot,"
idents, people gathered to help each
Richard Kilby, Retired SJSU faculty member
Alvarado said. "I was surprised. I
other clean up the damage.
looked at the "IN last night and saw
The creek also caused serious
the water and then I looked out the
flooding near the Naglee Park area of
window and there it was."
downtown San Jose, around South level in the home was at one foot and had risen enough to cover cars and
trap those who had not evacuated on
still rising.
16th and William streets.
Laura Vanni, Marcus Walton and
"We didn’t think that the water the second floor of their homes and
A dozen explorers and 50-100 volthe Associated Press contributed to this
unteers, along with San Jose firelight- would stop rising," said Richard apartment buildings.
"It’s up to around my knee," said report.
ers, helped secure homes on Arroyo Kilby, a retired SJSU psychology facWay, Brookcwood Avenue, Margaret ulty member. "I was thankful that my
Street, William Street and South 17th neighbors were there to help me and
Street with sand bags provided by city that no one was injured."
At William Street Park, a chemical
and the water district.
"The firefighters at (South 17th storage closet was threatened by the
Street) were really organized and rushing water. .1 he Hazardous
helped to get everyone working Incident Team was called to check
By Kim Skolnick
weighing 160 pounds. Ile has blond hair and blue
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
together," said volunteer Bunny out the situation but nothing dangereyes.
was
found.
ous
Kelley. "It was great to see so many
Police are also looking for information about
Further south, officials at the
Two men were killed in East Sari Jose on red or burgundy vehicle seen leaving the area alter
people willing to help."
evacuatZoo
Hollow
Park
&
Happy
Sunday night in unrelated shootings, according to the shooting. The car was described as a lowered
Fourteen split-level homes were
San Jose police.
damaged and three were severely ed animals from the barn when water
mid-1980s Ford Ilunderbird or Mercury
floor
and
building’s
the
appeared
on
Brian Faatoafe, a 20-year-old San Jose resident, Cougar, with wide tires and chrome spoke rims.
damaged in these areas.
facilities.
service
nearby
was pronounced dead on arrival at Columbia San
A home at 321 Brookewood Ave.,
A second victim was found when San lose
Park representative Vanessa Rogicr
Jose Medical Center after being shot several times Police officers responded to a shooting it the Mi
where several SJSU students live, had
goats,
including
animals
150
said
on the 2900 block of Bradbury Drive at approxi- ’I terra Restaurant at 1566 MUM Rock Ave. 1 he
its patio submerged. A three-foot
mately 5:25 p.m.
sand wall helped prevent water from snakes, sheep and birds were moved
28-year-old man was pronounced dead on arrival
park.
locations
within
the
to
drier
San lose Police Department released a state- at Columbia Sall lo,c Medical ( :enter.
seeping into the house.
scrampeople
away,
blocks
Two
ment saying Faatoale was shot following an argu"We just nioved in recently." said
SJP1) released a statement that the victim was
ment involving several male subjects. It is still in the bar area of the restaurant when several
Syccl Multani, an SJSU engineering bled to get out of a two-block area
deep
in
about
four-feet
was
that
unclear whether or not the victim was involved ti unidentified men entered tlic bar and started argustudent, "so I was surprised that so
the altercation.
many of the neighbors came to help." %Vaal.
ing with him. At least one suspect shot the victim
on
the
scene
said
officers
Police
Detectives are currently trying to locate Scott several times. The suspects then fled the restauAt 180 Arroyo Way, water made
Road
and
Senter
southeast
of
area
the
Darnell McDonald, a possible witness to the rant on foot, running west on Aluni Rock Avenue
its way into the first floor of the splitshooting. McDonald is described as being a 26- towards Highway 101.
level home damaging carpets, walls Phelan Avenue, was notified of a volnight.
late
Sunday
evacuation
untary
year-old white male, 5 feet I I inches tall and
and furniture. By II p.m., the water
RV the Iles! morning, the water

PHOTO er
JAY L CLENDENIN
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Two San Jose homicides reported

Teacher wanted weed, student says

English Department Courses
with Openings for Spring 1997
Freshman Composition (GE)
E rigl 001B 32 20349 0830-0920
Engl 001B 33 20351 1030-1120
ngl 001B 34 20371 1200-1315

MWF
MWF
TR

Introduction to Literature (GE)
Engl 010
01
06557 1030-1120
Engl 010
03 06561 1330-1445

MWF WSQ 109
TR
SH 435

English
Baer

Writing Workshop (GE)
Engl 100W 01 06585 0930-1020
Engl 100W 02 06587 1200-1315
Engl 100W 03 06589 1330-1445
Engl 100W 04 06591 1330-1445
Engl 100W 05 06593 1500-1615
Engl 100W 06 06595 1900-2145
Engl 100W 11
06605 1330-1445
Engl 100W 12
17425 1330-1445

MWF SH 410
TR
SH 344
MW DMH 359
TR
SH 344
MW DMH 359
M
MH 233
MW
SH 240
TR
SH 240

Petersen
Schulter
Okerlund
Schulter
Okerlund
Carmichael
Cox
Highby

Children’s Literature
Engl 112A 02 06631

1330-1445

TR

BC 312
BC 312
BC 111

SH 100

Petersen
Petersen
Hannah

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (Al’)
A high school teacher who asked a
student to bring sonic marijuana to
school for A science experiment with a
goldfish was charged Monday with
contributing to the delinquency of a
minor.
Authorities caught wind of she
incident when some of science
teacher Notrita Barrios’ students

4

,f

Twentieth Century Literature (GE)
Engl 177
01
06707 1800-2045 M
Women in Literature
01
17457
Engl 182

Session One:
January 2- Marsh 21
Sign tip IseacIli tn. rr Was .1,1)111.1I
%II clew, me held en eke hetet( enter Aereebn
Felons hekl in SPX ’9
100.1
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in.,
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1111,

TR

BC 203

Seminar in Modern Approaches to Literature
E ngl 704
01
06731 1 900 - 2 1 4 5 W
BC 203

Shillinglaw

Keesey

I

111
1

1

,t

I

,,f
11,1.1

1 11

110 No,
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111 i

Si, I, 11C1
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bit, ii ii

1115

ii1p1
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I

11,

St.

11

1200-1315

’ 2 4/ .

Slit

T

effects on the fish.
Alejandre said Barrios later paid
$.40 to one of her students who
brought in two small bags of marijuana.
nIt appears that the CX1R11111C111
was never «Inducted anti the int ’dent
was brought to the attentitin of the
principal by some students,"
Alejandre said

decided there was something fishy
about the request.
spokeswoman
Pam
Poi e
Alt-write said science leak her Norma
Barrios asked .1 t. 1,IS% at 1 I
jol000n High ho.il it .111VOTIC i.01.111.1
bring in marijuana lot an experiment
111 which TI IC extracted from the pot
would be placed in a bowl with a
goldfish so the class could study the

1111

Film and Literary Perspectives
Engl 117
01
06639 1600-1845

.1 he victim’s name has not been released to the
pilislis because police have been unable to locate
Ally til his family members. said Officer 1 isms
Quezada, San Jose Police public Illf011M111011 otil
(Cf.
Police are asking anyone who has information
about either homicide to contact them.
I nf Mmat ion about the Faatoale investigation
should be referred to San Jose Police homicide
detectives, Sgt. Gil lorres or Officer Mike Brown
at (40)41 /77-5281
Infiirmation about the homicide at MI I ierra
restaurant should be referred to San lose Police
homicide detectives, Sgt. Carlos Miranda or Sgt.
Chuck Hahn at (408)277-5283
Anyone wishing us remain anonymous can call
the San Jose Pilice lime Stoppers Program At
(408)947-ST(11

nip!
S, with

11,1,,1% oilitl

1 III

hi

Tusday,
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HIV: SJSU students
train to educate peers
continued from page 1
returned for the program and six students are new to
the program.
"This experience is about becoming a team," said
Lisa Layering, peer health educator coordinator. "The
awkwardness will go away. It’s about setting aside inhibitions."
Peer health educators offer class and group presentations advocating safer sex and offering information
about HIV and AIDS. They also staff the Condom
Co-op located in room 209 in the Health Building,
which provides a wide variety of condoms for as low as
20 cents each and many other sexual precautions, such
as latex gloves and dental dams, at cost.
"It’s confidential, it’s a heck of a lot cheaper and
there’s someone there who can answer questions for
you," said Suzi Locw, a second-year peer health educator, about the Condom Co-op.
Carol Swanson, a nurse practitioner at the Health
Center since 1980, said the Condom Co-op is a littleknown place on campus that more students should be
taking advantage of the service.
"People really resist condom use." Swanson said
"Greater numbers of people are using condoms than
was ever imaginable before, but the people who are
getting the diseases are getting them repeatedly and are
avoiding using condoms."

Lisa Layering, peer
health educator
coordinator, explains
the awkwardness of
putting on a condom

PHOTO BY
DONA NICI4OLS
Spartan Daily

Fees

Grocery: ’It will add life to
downtown,’ director says
continued from page 1
for full-time workers.
"It will be a very colorful, exciting
store," Gawk said. "It will add life to
downtown."
Lone Gearhart, a San Jose State
University biology major, agrees that
the new supermarket has a terrific
chance at being met with great enthusiasm by local residents as well as
downtown employees.
"Anyone who lives or works
downtown knows how difficult it is
to go grocery shopping in this area,
especially since there’s really only a

Changing behavior is an important theme of the
program.
"Something we stress is not to label," Locw said,
"It’s not what you are, it’s the behavior that you
engage in; it’s not that you’re homosexual or a drug
addict, it’s that you had unprotected sex or shared needles."
A message at the forefront of the peer health educating program is that there is hope.
"The outlook for this disease has changed," said Dr.
Jeanne Scott, a physician in the Health Center, referring to the newly discovered Protease inhibitors which
have lowered viral loads and raised T-cell counts, both
vital components in battling HIV. "The new drugs are
turning people around. Those who were on death’s
doorstep are out looking for jobs. The times have
changed."
The Health Center provides in-house confidential
HIV testing for $12 and the peer health educators
maintain that early detection and early treatment are
key factors in improving the quality of life for sufferers
of the disease.
"Fewer people will be dying with AIDS and will
instead be living with AIDS," Scott said. "You want to
get tested because it’s not a death sentence anymore."

few places that you can go shopping
at," Gearhart said. "It’s refreshing to
hear that a high quality store like
Zanotto’s is making its way downtown. I definitely plan on checking
out their new store when it opens."
Doug Dupre!, Manager at
Zanotto’s Family Market on Naglee
Avenue, is also pleased with the
store’s expansion plans because he
thinks it will bring more business to
the store’s other locations. "I think
it’s great." he said. "Once people get
a taste of the quality, they’ll keep
coming back."

Residents endure
explosions, toxic
releases, spills
MARTINEZ, Calif. (Al’) Choking clouds of toxic gas. Fatal explosions. Oil spills. Chemical leaks. l’eople who live in the "toxic triangle"
along the refinery-crowded edge of San Francisco Bay have seen it all.
Residents of Richmond. Martinez and Benicia, where mans, of the
incidents have occurred, say they are paying for the nation’s thirst tor
gasoline and other products with skin rashes, breathing problenis,
vomiting, miscarriages and a litany of other illnesses. They blame their
ailments on a long chain of accidents at the region’s refineries and chemical plants.
Since 1989, residents of the area 20 miles northeast of’ San Francisco
have endured at least 22 significant incidents, ranging froin fiery explosions to clouds of toxic gas.
At least three have died and two have been severely burned. Some tens
of thousands of people claim to have suffered illnesses and thousands have
outstanding lawsuits.
"There’s always a concern," said Michelle ( >ten, who lives in
Richmond and suffered respiratory problems from one toxic release. She
says her grandmother has had breathing trouble. hair loss and scaly skin
since.
"V7e always find ourselves looking in the dire, lion of the facilities.
sniffing every time you go outside and wondering it the clouds you see rising from the equipment are steam or something else," she said.
Can it get worse? Well, it’s nearly impossible for an entire refinery to
explode in flames, says Lewis Pascalli, head of the county’s Hazardous
Materials division.
to Randy
But officials arc less reassuring about toxic clouds. At
Sawyer, a risk management specialist tor the county, the worst case scenario is a leak in a chlorine tank that could blanket a wide area with
potentially lethal gas. Four companies in the area store bulk quantities
and several more have one-ton cylinders on site.
The frequency of serious incidents recently put Contra COSIA ;011111V.
where Richmond and Martinez are located. 6th on a list id the worst
counties in the nation for chemical accidents involving injury. evac ca
lions or death. The National Environmental lam Center in Roston based
its ranking on reported incidents between 1993 and 1999

continued from page 1
percent of the cost of a CSU student’s education in 1997-98 and 63
percent fin a UC student.
’I’he total cost of educating a general campus student enrolled in a
CSU school will be $9,665, while the
cost is $14,262 for a student at a UC
school.
The 1994 Governor’s Compact
required that the UC and CSU system fulfill the following requirements in order to receive the additional funding: greater access for students, reduction of time-to-degree,
increased portability and transferability of classes among the higher
education segments, restoring facility

salaries to competitive levels and to
cut $10 million expenditures in
product improvements.
The CSU and UC systems submit
their budgets with a line item that
includes a 10 percent fee increase.
However, because the UC and
CSU system have completed the
compact requirements, the governor
has "bought out" the fee increase.
Student Financial Aid
While the fees did not increase for
the public higher education system
in California, neither did the amount
of financial aid.
Wilson’s budget proposal, while
not adding any extra funds for finan-

cial aid in the L/C or CSU system,
did add an extra $10 million in Cal
Grants for students who attend private colleges and universities.
With this increase, new recipients
will an increase of $1,941, to put
their total take from the Cal Grant
program at $9,105.
"The (California State Student
Aid) supports the increase for financial aid, but we are concerned money
isn’t going to where the real need is
the CSU system," said Steve
Henderson, the legal affairs and public relations coordinator for CSSA.
"The CSU is the heart of higher
education where most people go to
college," said Henderson.

The CSU system educates 260,00
students, 47 of which receives financial aid. Sixty-six percent of the
155,00 UC students receive financial
aid.
However, the California Student
Aid Commission has $250 million in
Cal Grants, Graduate Fellowships
and other state financial aid for students who apply before March 2.
Both public and private institutions can apply for the Commission’s
Cal Grant Program which awarded
funding for nearly 37,000 students
last year.

UPD trains for crises
By Jeff Nieee
Spas-ant to thr Doily

Cars were torched and healthy
people were rest tied this winter in the
hopes that it a disaster does destroy
and create as iii i cs Ihe Nordwrn
California C Ton al Response team
will be ready
This spec ial response training took
place Jan. 68 and involved over 100
volunteers,,, ers and dispatc hers.
University Police 11. Sliannots
Maloney, commander ol the
Northern California unit. said officers
learned how to deal with a variety of
different catastrophes. trims severe
medical treatment to tesc Long people
trapped under &kris.
Maloney, a SISt.: officer, said this
training for the twit -and- a- ball old
response team was very intense. This
training session ius’ lved numerous
role playing scenatios.
"Officers dealt with dealing in

"Officers dealt with dealing in severe medical cases, like darkness and debris
removal."
Lt. Shannon Maloney,
University Police Public Information Officer
severe medical cases, like darkness and
debris removal," Maloney said.
In addition to the two cars which
had to be towed away, concrete and
rubble littered the pavement near
MacQuarrie Hall which WAS used to
simulate fallen buildings and parking
garages.
Desiree Bumgarner, the public
safety dispatcher for California State
University, Northridge, was at the
training session as the ritical

response team worked in conjunction
with CSU dispatchers who held a
conference at SJSU.
Bumgarner said the training was
well organized.
"They created real scenarios and
emergencies," she said.
The last time the Northern
(:alifinnia Critical Response trans was
utilized on campus was last semester
when Jesse Jackson hosted an antiProp. 209 rally in the Student Union

Amphitheater. I he team gave executive protection for Jackson.
’The three uses of the team are
executive protection, riot control and
critical response. Critical response
covers a variety of emergencies such
as earthquakes and fires.
The critical response team was
formed after the Rodney King riots
which took place throughout the state
in 1992. Maloney said after the riots
they realized that they could be better
prepared for disaster situations.
The northern team is comprised of
all Northern Califinnia CSU officers,
totaling 30, and they aim to meet
four times a year for training.

SJSU:..A7n1Ni.
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Looking for an upper-division class this spring?
Consider

English 117

1 600-1 845

Tuesdays

Cv-

Film and Literature
Enge I I

Professor

Films include: The Grapes of Wrath, Treasure of the
Sierra Madre, Beauty and the Beast, Greed, Broken
Blossoms, and The Long Goodbye.

DEADLINE: Feb. 7, 1997

AUTO 11 U\C
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_Basketball

Low rtes / low monthly poments
Good Driver Disonint
Good Student Discount
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Sign-ups Begin on Wednesday, January 22
$ 1 25

Pit k up sour packets
register at the
ft. .5. 11ts.tillir/4% Off 111.1! on the 1st floor of the Student Union.

Call now fo a free quote!
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PHOTO BY AAFtON SUOZN Special to the Daily
Spartan sophomore center Sasha Spalding never sloped battling for control of the ball. Although
she played a strong game, she was unable to help the Spartans who ran out of juice and lost control
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forrnance.
"We played much better and improved
on areas such as running our offense,"
Smith said. "Kari (Steele) played great
defense on (Katie) Cronin. Kari is smaller,
but she took Katie out of the game."
The 5 -foot -8 Steele held the taller
Cronin to 12 points, below her 16-point
average.
"Danna Campbell is getting better and
better each game," Smith said of her 6foot -4 starting center. "She’s using a variety
of shots. As a freshman at the post, she’s
kind of thrown to the wolves. Danna has
come through for us."
Steele hit eight of 13 shots from the
field and led all Spartans with 21 points
and six rebounds. Campbell chipped in
seven points and three rebounds for SJSU.
The Spartans’ tough schedule won’t end
any time soon as they travel to Hawail (134.6-1) on ’Thursday.
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
A To PF

Mn 79

1
0
3
2
4
0
3
1
0
0
12

a5
3
2
1
1
3
0
0
3
0
73

2337 21
23 7
N 9
17 6
20 4
17 4
9 2
12 0
13 5
1 0
NO 12

Colorado St NSA

FT41 Rob A To PF

Ma 19

Rendes
Cronin
Plan
Famw
Hammon
Johnson
Waiting
Gulled
14cFaction

34 10 0
0-1 4 2
2-2 9 0
0.0 3 9
5-6 3 7
3-4 2 4
2-2 6 1
2-2 9 0
4-4 2 0
61 0 0
0-0 1
0
21-26 11 23

FG-A
8-1;1
23
2-7
37
2-11
1-5
2-5
1.3
0.1
22
60
2343

SJSU
Steele
Soaking
Carnpbel
Johnson
Wks
*lams
Han’"
70.11,

Barrett
Indy
Zand
Toasts

1
3
3
0
1
0
Cl
1
0
13

26 11
23 12
26 12
24 0
33 27
17 14
20 4
20 4
5 4
1 0
SCO6
0-1
Sn-ocs
5-0
1 0
Total
3247
200 N
San Joss Stasi
34 St N
26 36 62
C0101960 Stift
- SJSU 365, CSU 478 FT.- SJSU 571, CSU S71
Siet wails - SJSU 415 2871Sioola 34, Johnson 14, lAnsr
OA Willem 0-31 CSU 3.18 167 Cionor, 0-4 Hammon 2.8.
Johnson 14, Wallow 0,21
Ananclenco 98
Fin
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0-0
1619
5.11
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o
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2-3 2
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60 0
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Stanford slashes SJSU
BY Victor Ttibeiro
Spiortitri !huh Staff Writer

WEEKEND’S RESULTS

Excellent goaltending and tight checking by
Stanford’ s hockey club team helped the (:Archtial
sweep the Sp.111.111, .11 I fir I,,( .elltre last weekend.
The Cardinal siliicalsrd out a 5-4 overtime win
Friday, then billowed with a 5-0 shutout victory over
the Spartans Saturday.
Sartuday night’s
proved to Inc An unlucky
iine lot the Spartans.
’’We lin a few ’nisi. And il ir went the other way.
we could hive easily pint into overtime again,- team
captain I),innv Thibeati said,
ardinal goaltender I MI’S’ Myers W AS11101 IIICkv
and steady throughout the game. Ile stopped all II
%hints he tall:11.1,M IC, siSt.,1
help horn Ille pos1s.
who 11
dent’, tc,1
11,01111CSSIS’
lour Spartan s«iiing
310’11111h.
’11.1111111li Was 0111, k 10 get on the ...reboot]. SCOr
mg less than direr: minutes into 111r smitc%t. A
took a soft shot Ifinni the blue
Cardinal
line MAI managed to find its way past Spartan r.,oalteinili i I Iiiis
l’iilike Stainforcl’s ginaltendei. I 11-.1111111.111 WAS 001
,U 111, kV Saturday night
If, allowed lout goals
Tin III, lost IT,Vm, periods.
Slaniord s
SCOred tin A 10..1k I,IAV

Cardinal sweep two games from Spartans
5-4 Friday and 5-0 Saturday
slapprd
Ill lilt
Staidord i,lu’
Maid 1/1:1111d
the puck. which rebounded off the Innards, hit
I leathman’s InAt k and hnund its Way 000 the net lot a
( animal goal
SISI. .1551111All I .11, inRick Angevine decided ill
lout newt miler I tii
kilos in net lint the final period
AM’S .1110%S-ell Otte goal while IllAkItIS: 1’ Saves.
list
111 the
111111111e 01 111.1Y. the ‘Tartans did put
the puck in the net, but it was disallowed because the
boner hail rime off a set mind curlier
"Ws’
kisc placid more physical throughout the gain, forward Si oir Mud, man said. -We
r
moll the last minim of play I think we
could has, .1.1111.14.d the pion !Mil cat her
\1St s power play continued to st niggle AS th,
1101 s,
W1111 A one man advantage the emir,
did
weekend Stanford killed All six Spartan ’stover pl..
oppt quinines Saturday I hibeau sod he is hoping
Ilt.WIS
quircd I Sean Wilson will be able to improve
thin S1n.10.111 1,11Act play for the upcoming weekend
I hi. ’,part ans or miss n 1 I. and the se hedule does
PHOTO BY MAX BECHEREF1 Spartan
not gmi MI% nislu r I hi s esill be taking on defending Matt Jonas gets pulled out of a struggle for the puck in front of Stanford’s goal in
.1 IA hun ’In i /rafirr oast ’ollege I riday
Saturday night’s 50 loss
1.11,’

Bot.NI)

Funk nees
h

The SJSU women’s basketball team’s
home losing streak continued Saturday as it
dropped its fifth consecutive Western
Athletic Conference contest, 88-62 to
Colorado State.
It did not help that the Spartans (6-12,
1-6 in the WAC) were teamed up against
the Rams, a team that has yet to drop a
conference road game while winning 14 of
its last 16 overall.
Colorado State
(15-3, 6-1 in the
SPAR TANS 62
WAC) won with a
balanced offensive
88
attack that featured five players
scoring in double figures. The Rams were
led by sophomore sensation Becky
Hammon, who scored 27 points and distributed seven assists.
"Hammon should be an All-American,"
SJSU Coach Karen Smith said.
Hammon, last year’s WAC freshman of
the year, scored on drives and outside shots
to secure the win for the Rams.
Colorado State Coach Greg Williams
praised Hammon. She had some nice
passes in transition," Williams said. "She
played the point guard position more than
normal tonight."
Hammon seamed to he enjoying herself
on the court, even jawing good naturedly
with one of the officials after being called
for a traveling violation late in the game.
"It doesn’t matter what I play,"
Hammon said. "I like pushing the ball and
creating things on the break. I’m just as
happy with 10 assists as I would be with 10
points.
Hammon currently leads the WAC in
scoring, averaging 21.9 points per game.
The Spartans were actually in the game
for a while. They trailed by only eight
points at intermission and closed the gap to
47-42 early in the second half. Colorado
State then went on a 19-4 run that took the
wind out of the Spartans.
In the second half, they wore us
down," Smith said.
Although the score WAS lopsided, Smith
SAW sonic positive aspects in her team’s per -
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SJSU rammed;
slide continues

Celebrating retirement " as only
he could, 69 -year -old John Ralston,
now special assistant to the director
of athletics, regularly arrives to his
office by If a.m., five days a week.
Perhaps Rich Taylor, who is
shooting 32 percent from the floor
this season,
should spend
more time
behind the 3 point line,
where one of
his seven
attempts made
Spartan has- FROM THE END
ketball history
OF THE BENCH
List season.
By Mali
No word
yet on whether Michael Buller will
be the ringside announcer for SJSU’s
Feb. IS rematch against Nevada -Las
Vegas.
With its power forwards and
centers contributing just 13 of the
team’s 62 points per game, it’s no
surprise that the men’s basketball
team is off to a 1-5 start in Western
Athletic Conference play.
Olivier Saint-Jean is the closest
thing the Spartans have had to a
complete player in a long time, but
his assist (12) to turnover (39) ratio is
unacceptable for a competitor of his
caliber.
The WAC is marketing its
expanded conference as the largest in
the nation, covering four time zones
and nine states. The campaign has
nothing on the Spartan basketball
roster, which features players born in
the United States, France, Germany,
Australia and Canada.
Coach Stan Morrison has the
right not to comment on player suspensions on his learn, but shouldn’t
SJSU students also have the right to
review the conduct of student -athletes who receive scholarship money%
Given the NCAA’s recent ruling
allowing part-time employment for
student -athletes. I can’t help but picture young men across the country
collecting $10 an hour for potting
their feet on A desk and reading the
sports page.
Advice to new fixoball coach
Dave Baldwin: clone Carl Dean’s
character and lac oh Malae’s heart.
Further advice: it would be nice to
combine the two inside the body of a
Nebraska lineman.
Already living up to his billing as
an outstanding junior r liege
recruiter. Baldwin received a Loin
tin t men t Iroin Gavilan College All
Brian Vyr, who was report
edly unmet! hy Rutgers University
and former SISt 1.1M11) e’rr’ Shea.
Slirmir lin fix for football team:
mime .11111110 rollege recruits and
fewer Top 25 opponents.
for just the third time in the
90s, no Spartans appeared in the
Fast \X’esi ‘shrine Game. Given the
game’s iiiiportanic tin children battling Adversity. linebacker Jacob
Malae, who ilVCICAIIIC his size to
make 1.10 tackles in 1996, would
have been An inspiring addition to
the West rosier.
last year was A It1111111111011S 1,I1C
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Saint-Jean’s heroics
MN4TI TWVIVir,
don’t lead to victory
Spartan Daily Staff Report

40-25. The Spartans have outrebounded two of their last three
SJSU forward Olivier Saint- opponents and 11 of their last
Jean contributed career-high per- 16, but have lost five of their last
formances in scoring and six games.
rebounding, but four Colorado
The Spartans also led
State men’s basketball players Saturday’s match in free-throw
scored in double digits to help percentage - 13 of 16 - with
edge the Spartans 80-76 Saturday 81.3 percent and points off
at Moby Arena.
turnovers with 15
Saint-Jean scored
But the Rams shot a
33 points and guard SPARTANS 76
52.7 percent field
Brad Quinet added
goal percentage, while
15, but the Rams’ COWBOYS 80
SJSU made just 47.5
Matt Barnett, Janice!
percent from the
Mahmud, Bryan
floor. Spartan guard
Christiansen and Ryan Chilton Rick Hite, who tallied 11 points,
combined for 65 points to drop joined Quinet and Saint-Jean as
the Spartans’ record to 9-7 over- the only SJSU players scoring in
all and 1-5 in the Western double digits.
Athletic Conference. The Rams’
After a two-game road-trip,
record improved to 14-4 overall the Spartans will host the
and 4-2 in the WAC.
University of Hawail Thursday
Saint-Jean also pulled down and San Diego State University
18 rebounds and senior guard Saturday at the Event Center.
Tito Addison added six to help Both games begin at 7:30 p.m.
their team out-rebound the Rams

RESULTS

MEN’S BASKETBALL
SJSU
Saril-Jeari
Lowy
Teem
AP1son
Ousel
Ansley
Weans
Hrie
Bake
Totals

FG-A
1-3
3-7
513
1-2
2-4
4-4
1-2
1e-59

FT-A Rib A To CF Mn TP
10
34 33
3 1 IS 2
3.3
0-0
0 1 1 27 0
0-0
6 6 I 257
2-4
3 6 4 26 15
0-0
0 2 3 25 2
0-1
0 2 3 17 4
0-0
3 1 1 17 11
043
0 0 0
5 2
15111 40 Is 19 12 201 10

Coascio St 1041 FTA RIO A To a Mn It
Chnsaansen 5-13
2-2 5 5 1 3 33 15
Burner
6-9
58 10 7 1 1 3517
Galion
7-12
2-5 0 0
4 N 16
Paco
2.3
44 2 4
2 32 8
2 33 17
Mehra
6-9
2-4
4
GO 1 0
0-3
0
Berson
60
1 11 4
Johnson
2-2
0-0 0 0
Fed
1-2 I 1
1
5 1
SO
GO 0 1
Snit
11
2 12 2
Tea
2646 1641 16 21 I 16 20) 10
San Jae Sao
14 03 16
31 41 10
Colorado Mels
FO% -SJSU 475. CSU 527 FIX - SJSU 113, UOK 863
341. gels - SJSU 7-20 .350(Ssenslean 01, Addson 1-5.
Owns 33 Hlta 3-3) CSU 6-15 400(Chrlitianien 3-9, Seinen
0-2. Clew
lAtirnud 3-3)
Attendance 5.496 Mari
kr! cGA.ime Guals.morrpts.
nuow.AtIsn1B,
1140040cunci A.A.,
PFPW39111 Rut IMW110110

son in 25 games, 21 of them starts. The
Athletics also got cash, apparently to
pay part of Canseco’s $4.5 million base
salary this season.
A’s assistant general manager Billy
Beane said Boston was paying the
Athletics more than $500,000, but
would not be more specific about the
amount.
Wasdin, on vacation in Montana,
said he felt privileged at being traded
for a star like Canseco.
"It’s been soaking in the last few
days, it’s a great honor," Wasdin said.
"It says a lot. It’s a great honor and
something I can always cherish and
maybe brag about a little."
The trade had been anticipated for
several weeks. The outline of the deal
had been in place since last week, but
Canseco first had to undergo a physical
exam demanded by the Athletics.
Hampered by back, hip and hamstring problems, Canseco missed nearly

OAKLAND (AP) - The Bash
Brothers are together again.
Jose Canseco returned to the
Oakland Athletics in a trade from
Boston on Monday and will be reunited with Mark McGwire, with whom he
formed one of the most explosive combos in baseball in the late 1980s and
early 1990s.
With Canseco and McGwire combining for 200 homers in 1988-90, the
A’s won three straight AL pennants.
Canseco had five seasons of more than
30 homers for Oakland, including 44
in 1991 and 42 in 1988.
"If McGwire and myself can stay
healthy the whole year, I think definitely we’re going to win our division,"
Canseco said in a conference call from
his home in Miami. "Potentially we can
lead the league in home runs."
Canseco was sent back to Oakland
for right-handed pitcher John Wasdin,
who was 8-7 with a 5.96 ERA last sea-

WEDNESDAY

*UMW* at Colorado

Baseball at Santa Clara
1997 SJSU season opener
2 p.m. at Buck Shaw Stadium
Lasers v. Portland
7:30 p.m at the Event Center
Sharks at Edmonton

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

mews basketball v. Havrafi
7:30 pm. at the Event Center
Women’s basketball at Hawaii
Sharks at Calgary

Women’s gymnastics v.
CSU Sacramento, 7:30 p.m.
at Spartan Gym
SJSU hockey club v.
Orange Coast College, 7:45 p.m.
at the Ice Centre
Lasers at Seattle

Baseball v. Pacific
1 p.m. at Municipal Stadium
Men’s Basketball v.
San Diego State, 7:30 p.m.
at the Event Canter
Women’s Basketbalf at $DSU
women’s Svrinuning at Friona
Men’s Gymnastics at UCSB
Hockey v. Palmer College
7:46 p.m. at lee Centre

DAILY CLASSIRED

Phone: 924-3277

JOBS! JOBS!
The SPARTAN DAILY
TOMS no clan for products*, The Student Union has several
services advertleed below nor Is part-time positions available in
them any galena@ Implied. The these areas:
classified mann of the Spartan *Aquatic Center
Bowling Center
Daily conga of aid advertising
and offerings are not approved or Box Office
Maintenance/Operations
verified by the newspaper.
Sound/Lighting/Events
Sport Club
Come in & check our job listings?
EMPLOYMENT
Applications available on 3rd floor
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR in the Student Union Admin Office.
FT & FT positions avail. n busy whole
foods restaurant. Al shifts well, flex LICENSED FAMILY DAYCARE,
hrs. $7.5048/hr to start. Must be 1/2 block from 7th St parking
18+ years. Call 733-9446, ask for garage. Small clean & affordable.
Call pager 9482844 for rates and
WarZy, Julia or Vc0x.
availability. Se habla espanol.
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Seeking teachers and subs for YOU NEED A JOB V4114 A FUTURE!
our school age day care program. We will train you for a full -lime
We can work around your school position with our nation-wide firm.
schedule. Early morning or after- We offer:
noon positions available. F/T *Weekly Pay Incentives
employment available during Monthly Bonuses
summer break. This is a great job *Competitive Wages
to gain experience. Units in ECE, Grouprate Health Care
Rec. Psych. Soc. or Ed required. *Complete Management Training
You must be career minded.
CALL: 408-379-3200 x21.
(That’s All) Call 408.345-3936.
The rising cost 04w education
AND DINING SERVICE
CATERING
DOWN??!
you
got
employees needed for orvcampus
WELL, GET A JOB!!
positions.
Morning
& lunch shifts
FACTORY*
THE OLD SPAGHETTI
,s now hiring for part-time avail. For Catering call 924-1753.
call
924-1859.
For
Dining
Services
positions, both evening & days
are available. We have several Please leave a message to
interview.
an
positions in the following areas: schedule
*Food Server 21 8. older please,
WAREHOUSE POSITION
$4.75 hr. + tips.
Bus Staff 188. older please, Golden State T’s. a leading
sportswear distributor, seeks a
$4.75 hr. + tips.
Host/Hostess 16 & over please, Warehouse Team Player. Position
pay varies based on experience. available immediately.
*Pull orders
WE WILL TRAIN
Stock inventory
No experience needed.
Unload trucks
APPLY IN PERSON
customers
Assist
at 51 N. San Pedro, San Jose.
*Work 20 hrs/wk in afternoon
Monday- Friday
COMPUTER INTERN. CPA firm
$7.00 per hour
needs top student -Computer Sci.
or Accounting major with strong Work for a company that truly
computer skills (Windows 95, appreciates its staff. Apply in
spreadsheet, graphics, scanning person between earn 1461 5:30pm.
on-line services) graduate ’98 Of Golden State T’s
later. Duties: Assist Wit computer 2110 Zenker Road
admintnstration &troubleshooting, San Jose, CA 95131
assist with automated trial balance/ At the corner of Charcot & Zenker
workpaper proonm. 1020 hrs/wk in the back row of buildings.
fled*. $10$13/hr. Cal Jim %who
$1000’s POSSIBLE TYPING. Part
or Kathy Baler at 408-4532828.
Tme. Al Home, Toll Free 1800-216CASHIERS NEEDED 0 remodeled 90(X) ext 1-2236 for Listings.
gas station Full or part-time.
Evening or weekend available.
Please call 2953964.
TEACHER PT state preschool
11.30-3:30. Quality program. 1
blk from SJSU. Spanish speaking
a.. Call Karyn 279.085E4.
TEACHER, PT/Fr at high quality,
tic. dropin play center for 2-12 yr
olds. Min. 6 ECE units req. Flex
days/eves/wkends. Tears teach
environment. Benefits wail. Apply in
Person at KIdePark:
Near Oauridge Mall, 281-8880
5440 Thornwood Dr., Si
Near Valley Fair. 985-2599
2858 Stevens Creek Blvd. Si.
At the HUB. 510-792-9997
39102 Argonaut Way. Fremont
NEW Westgate Mall
Call Heidi at mama
11.10017o POINISILE READING BOOKS
Part Time, Al Home Toll Free
1800.218-9000 et 82236 for
Listings,
Certain advertisements In
these alums nay raw the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or add r
for
dditIonI Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when nuidng
thaw further contacts, they
should require complete
laormation beton sonless
mows lor gni a suttee,.
IN edellee, wedges slemill
&me
carefidly Ineaseigob
olisrIng faneeiNewinft lathe
for dl
on
vacalhana on ineicaundla.

40 percent of Boston’s games since he
was acquired to be the Red Sox designated hitter in 1994.
Canseco passed a physical exam
Monday morning given by the Florida
Marlins’ team physician and then
played golf with A’s general manager
Sandy Alderson as the deal was being
finalized.
"We have significantly improved
our lineup," Alderson said in a prepared statement. "Our five core hitters
- Canseco, McGwire, Gcronimo
Berroa, Scott Brosius and Jason Giambi
- are as good as any in the league."
Canscco, 32, had asked the Red Sox
for a trade after they fired his close
friend, manager Kevin Kennedy, at the
end of last season.
"Jose and I had a couple of conversations," Red Sox general manager Dan
Duquette said. "We weren’t going to
trade Jose for the sake of trading him."

Fecal POW

TODAY

Men’s Notating
lost to Colorado St. 90-76
Women’s basketball
lost to Wyoming 88-62
Women’s gymnastics
placed second Inc meet
at (.IC Davie with MIT, anti
heat CSU Secrarnento.
SAW’. Brldgett Coates
placed first in both meets.

A’s reload lineup;
acquire Canseco

TUTOR FOR A DISABLES CHILD.
Tue. & Thur. afternoon. Flex hrs.
w/ training. Mrs. Chen 945-9945.

PRIMARY PLUS
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL
Teachers/Aides FT/PT
ECE or Experience Preferred.
EOE. Call 370-0357.

TEACHER/INSTRUCTOR P/T
elem. schools. Start in Jan. No
TEACHER ASSIST. Montessori degree req., work around college
School, Cupertino. Its 10:306:30, sched. Oppty for teaching exp.
M-F. 6 ECE required. 2-6 yr olds. W 408-287.4170 al 408. E0E/AAE
Rate DOE. 408255-3770.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
COUNSELOR - MIDDLE SCHOOL.
Great for Students!
Paid intern. $7/hr. M-Th: 2.5.
Downtown Sanlo se.
Serving
innovative
experience,
Excellent
Inner City Express.
pilot. Call Anna for information at
22
W.
Saint
John St. San Jose,
40E.287-4170 ext. 251.
MANAGER TRAINEES
No experience necessary. Will
Train! Managers cam $4000/mo
base+ com. Corp seeks energetic
people for management. Start
now. 6241241.
LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY
seeking customer service representatives. PT/FT. Flex hrs. Salary
+ bonus. Will train. Call David H.
0408441-8600.
AFTER SCHOOL / DAYCARE
assist. for Cupertino Montessori sat
Job includes care 8, supervison of
6.12 yr olds. Hrs: 2:30-6:30, M.F.
Pay DOE. 408255-3770.
SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. Al shifts.
Top Pay with Many Benehts!
Call or army ri person, Mcr.Sun 77.
4082865880. 565 Nadal An.
Between San Carts and PaNnocr,
bead To Cad and Party
e, Si.
POSTAL JOBS
Up to $15.29/1v plus beneffs.
4153398377 24 nis.
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptons to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Flexible hrs, 9am-9pm. Downtown
near lightraii 4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly $5 plus bonus. Media
Promotions 494-0200.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary . tips.
Students needed in the rnmediate
area. Fulltime/parttime openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School,

DRIVING INSTRUCTORS PT & FT.
Healthy HS Grad with clean DMV.
999W. San Carlos St SJ. 971-7557.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

SERVICES

FOR RENT

COMPUTERS ETC,

ANNOUNCEMENTS

WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other languages
spoken. Foreigners welcome!
For free tips, tools and ideas on
how to improve your writing.
visit our user-friendly Website
at http://www.aclplue.com
Regular e-mail: acitInetcom,com
Call for free phone consultation:
(415) 825-013013...ask for Darda

1 BR APT FOR 1 PERSON $695.
2 persons $800. Clean, quiet,
sober & financially responsible
required. 553 So. 6th St. Call
William 0408292-1890.

REFURBISHED MACS
BEST PRICES!!
Classroom Computer Co.
3549 Haven Ave. #H
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Ph: (800)800-5115
FAX (415)3064120
STUDENT SPECIALS
Mac SE & Classic
MAC Ilsi, ci, cx
POWER MACS
5200, 6214, 6100
MAC LC580
Inkjet & Laser Printers
Dot Matrix Printers

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30%. 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800.6553225.

211DR111. APARIMENT- 8900/M0.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
14081 295-6893.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENcy RATES CALI. 408-924-3277

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Name

Ad

Rates: 3 -line minimum
Three
Two
One
Days
Day
Days
$9
3 knee
E5
67
4 knee
$10
$e
$I
$11
5 knee
$7
$9
$10
612
6 ines
$il
$1 for each additional line

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$111

After the frfth day, rate increases by $1 per day
First lone 125 species) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines. $96
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 Ines. $110

ads are offered free,

one classification:
21p code

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hal, Room 209,
MI Deadline 10.00 a m two weekdays before publicabon
In All ads are prepaid II No refunds on cancelled ads
III Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (4011) 924-3277

Special student rates available for these classifications.
in DB H 209 , between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
-Lost & Found

Please check

Five Acklmea
Days
$13 City A hist
$14
Phone
$15
$111
Send check or money order to:
Spartan Daily Oassifieds
San Jose State University
San Jcee, CA 95192-0149

$5.00 for a 3

AUTOS FOR SALE
SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW’s, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4W0’s. Your Area. Toll Free 1800.218.9000 ext. A-2236 for
current listings.

SHARED HOUSING

EVERGREEN AREA, $400/mo
E200 deposit & 1/3 utilities. Call
WRITING HELP. Fast professional 408223-1692 or 408-2382626.
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports, WORD PROCESSING
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554. EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall. Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing.
DRIVING FOR DOLLARS
Earn $6/hr plus $10/hr in tips. ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS or APA, Turabian and other formats.
Deliver from best Si restaurants. products on the information Resumes, editing, graphics
Flexible hours. Great for Students! Superhighway! Reach over 60+ and other services available on
million for pennies a day. FREE either WordPerfect or Word.
Need own car.
DETAILS, 1-800844-9639x0232, Masterson’s Word Processing,
Cal Dine IN 0 9983463 now.
Cal Paul or Virginia 408251-0449.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIDICED
FOR SALE
up to $120/weekl
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males, 1934 years old. SNAKE LOVERS! 2 Red Tailed Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty Boa’s need good home. Tank Resumes, All Formats, Specializing
in APA. Spelling,/ Grimmer/
Contact California Cryobank and accessories included. $100
415-324-1900, M -F, 8.5pm. o.b.o. for all. For more Info call Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ vs Do.
WP 5.1/HP Laser. PAM’S
408430-0306.
PROFESS/3NA_ WORDPROCESSING,
247-2681,8am-8pm.
SPORTS/THRILLS
VOLUNTEERS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
ARE YOU IN AN INTERRACIAL
INSURANCE
There is nothing compared to
relationship? Have you ever been
the exhilaration experienced by
AUTO INSURANCE
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated in one? Researcher seeks people
Campus Insurance Service
all ethnic backgrounds, straight
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
Special Student Programs
SJSU student owned & operated. or gay for study. Please call
Serving SJSU for 20 years
408235-0600 for more info,
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
1-1510-6311-7575.
"Good Rates for NonGood Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
HEALTH & BEAUTY
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
TUTORING
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
CALL TODAY 296.5270
FREE QUOTE
Unwanted hair removed forever
TUTOR FOR HIGH SCHOOL
NO HASSLE
Specialist. Confidential.
student. M. thru Th. for 2 hrs.
NO OBUGATION
Your own probe or disposable.
253-8175. evenings after 9.
Also
open
Saturdays 9-2.
335 S. Baywored Ave. San Jose.
247-7455.

ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate Asian
couples need your help to conceive.
Can you help? Ages 21-29,
nonsmoker, healthy & respdnsible.
$3,000 stipend art expenses pod.
other eltrcibte also needed. Please
cal WWFC 1-510.8209495.

FAX: 924-3282

Rectal Mous%)
. campus Gybe
Greek klesseess _Shared Housing’
EsIslo
Events’
_Arnouncements _IiisMces
Heatilh/eseutr
_Loa and Fared**
Spoils/1W
_Vdwilsers’
hums
_Feeble’
Entsminneer
_Argos For Sale
TWO
_Compulect Etc
Tutoring’
_Wooer
Word Processing
_EvIPIOYInsnl
Scholarships
_Opp:auntie

line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person

3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

Daily
CROSSWOIZI)
ACROSS
1 Jackrabbit
5 Above
9 "Murder, She
Wrote" role
13 Award
14 Grotto
15 Adventure
16 Skirt style
17 Heroic tale
18 Imported car
19 Misleading
image
22 Walked
23 Noah’s transport
24 Ideal
28 Muezzin’s post
32 Stay away from
33 Some cats
34 Paddle’s cousin
35 Long easy stride
36 Notions
38 Ballerina’s skirt
39 - out: use
thriftily
40 Grand 41 Canary homes
42 Cardinal
44 Snake
46 "I’m Dancing as
Fast - Can
47 TV host Jay 48 Desktop
publishing,
perhaps
56 Border on
57 Pulpit
58 Nevada
lake
59 Not any
60 Row
61 Skips
62 Fruit pit
63 Singer
Fitzgerald
64 Loch
monstr r
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tend a hand
Mine entrance
Rajah’s wife
Chose a
candidate
Wild animal
Dull
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calendar
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For shame’
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Devoured
Faith
Alamo Si
Water
"What - you
say?"
Faucet
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site
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Hit
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Finale
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Melody
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Affirmative
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Good reference can
be grounds for suit

PHOTO BY BRENNA JENNISON

Spartan Daily

SJSU Journalism Professor Harvey Gotliffe advises the student-written Access magazine. He was named distinguished adviser by the College Media Association.

Access adviser honored
Journalism Professor Harvey Gotliffe recognized nationally by media association
By Devils Fehely
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"J ’iii lour nalism Professor Harvey
lilt was
honored as a
Distinguished 11 AU N.C.If Magazine
Adviser by the .ollege Media
A1%11,1311011 at its national convention
in November. Crotliffe became only
the 12th recipient in the 30-year history of the award.
"As a guide to his students,
( ;while uses his boundless energy to
111(111VMC and inspire students to
achieve to their fullest itotential," the
College Media AS1.011,01011 wrote in
its press release.
(lotldle was not aware he had even
been nominated until he was notified
that he had won the award. lie said
he was 111.norcd, but that it was his
rolleagues’ esteem and his students’
appreciation that really moved him.
Ii ich 1,,00d to be recognized by
iiip,cis,’ I d lie said.
1..11[1.111%in Piolessot liob Rucker
Sill,(1 ,othtle1 is a serious-minded
piolessor wliu i 0111111311tIS the respect
ni lie 1111111%i1V. lie is One of this campus greatest .tssets.
(1othlle 11.1% !wen 3 111,111,10 01
rime 1986.
1014111.111S01 .11 Sriil

his arrival, he established "Access," a
student-written magazine published
bi-annually by the journalism department. As adviser, Gotliffe empowers
the students to make the important
decisions for the award-winning publication.
"He is vety dedicated to his students and their personal development," said Cassandra Nash, a journalism student who is enrolled in
Gotliffe’s Magazine Editing and
Production class.
A plaque with the inscription,
"Thank you for making us aware of
what the hell life is about," adorns
Gotliffe’s office wall. The plaque was
a gill from students at the end of his
tenure at Fresno State University in
1973. Gotliffe said he teaches things
in his classes that may not be found in
textbooks. Griddle said he "teaches
reality." His stories about his experiences and assignments as a journalist
are his trademark as a teacher, Nash
said.

es is.
"Someday, I will retire into my
writing," Gotlifre said. However, he
assured students that he has no intention of abandoning the university or
his advisees in the near future.
"1 will continue to teach as long as
I challenge my students and they
challenge me," he said.
Gotliffe began his career in advertising but the unrest and upheaval of
the Civil Rights’ Movement made
him question its "significance."
During this transition, he enjoyed a
brief stint at SJSU as a guest lecturer
in the advertising department.
Much in the way the unrest of the
civil rights movement was an impetus
for personal change, his latest creative
venture is indebted to a different sort

of upheaval. "be I oina Prieta earthquake in 1989 pnmcled the creative
spark for Coda le’s self-published
magazine, 11ighway I Alrnanack and
Gazetteer.
Before the earthquake. ( ;otliffe,
resident of Santa (
iiscd to make
a dads, commute to the SJSU campus.
Aker the earthquake, he took public
transportation to work. "Fhose long
morning rides provided him with the
opportunity to read, correct papers
and most importantly, think. It was
of these early morning commutes that
Highway 17 was born.
Highway 17 proudly wears its
idiosyncrasy but Gotliffe hopes readers also appreciate the universality of
its commis.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) An
employer who sends a glowing letter
of recommendation can be sued for
omitting misconduct like child
molesting that poses a risk of
injury to others, the state Supreme
Court ruled Monday.
A lawyer for a teen-age girl whose
lawsuit was reinstated said the ruling
would protect children. But lawyers
for three school districts that are targets of the suit said the decision
would
discourage
employers
statewide from sending letters of recommendation for their former
employees.
The girl, identified as Randi W.,
said in the suit that she was molested
by Robert Gadams, vice principal of
Livingston Middle School in Merced
County, in his office in February
1992, when she was 13. Gadams later
pleaded guilty to two misdemeanor
charges, was jailed and lost his state
license, said Thomas Kristof, a lawyer
for the Livingston district.
In addition to Gadams and the
school, the girl sued three school districts where he had formerly worked.
According to the suit, the districts
had sent letters of reference to the
Livingston district praising Gadams
without mentioning that he had been
accused of sexual misconduct with
students in each district. Twice he
had been forced to resign, the suit
said.
’Fhe districts denied any misrepresentations in their letters. In seeking
to dismiss the suit, they argued that
even if they knew about incidents of
misconduct involving Gadams, they
had no legal obligation to protect students by including those incidents in
their letters.
The court disagreed unanimously.
While an employer normally has no
duty to disclose negative information
about a former employee, it must be
included to avoid a misrepresentation
that would create a risk of physical
harm to others, the court said.
Letters that praised Gadams’
work, described him as relating well
to students and strongly recommended him for any administrative job
amounted to affirmative statements
that he was fit to interact safely with
female students, the court said.
If the allegations in the suit are
true, "these representations were false

and misleading in light of (the districts’) allegedly knowledge of charges
of Gadams repeated sexual improprieties," said the opinion by Justice
Ming Chin.
A letter of recommendation can
be grounds for a lawsuit if it misrepresents a former employee’s qualifications and character in a way that presents a "substantial, foreseeable risk
of injury to the prospective employer
or third persons, Chin wrote.
On another issue, the court voted
4-3 to reject a separate basis of Randi
W.’s suit: a claim that the three
school districts had violated a state
law requiring all incidents of child
abuse to be reported to state authorities.
That law may allow a suit by a student who is later molested in the
same school district, but does not
extend to students in any other district where the employee worked,
Chin said. Justices Joyce Kennard,
Marvin Baxter and Kathryn Micklc
Werdegar dissented.
Randi W.’s lawyer, Scott
Righthand, said the overall ruling
"goes a long way to protect the children of this state who are innocently
attending school where their parents
are assuming that their schools have
used due diligence" in evaluating
employees.
Lawyers for the districts sued in
the case said the ruling would hurt
employees as well as employers.
’The court has basically told
employers, ’Don’t give references.
Even if you have no facts to support
any negative references, if the person
whom you refer later commits a tort
you stand a chance of getting sued,"
said Robert Rosati, lawyer for the
Mendota and Golden Plains unified
school districts, where Gadams
worked between 1985 and 1990.
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During the school year, Gotliffe
divides his time between the classroom and freelance writing. It is an
arrangement he has learned to accept
but admits there sometimes exists an
uneasy peace between his two inter-
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